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1 of 1 review helpful you ll enjoy it By Maggie S My boyfriend an AVID golfer really loves this book I gave it to him 
as a Christmas present I myself don t understand the swing the way he does but he says this book is really interesting 
and has helped him out It seems very technical so if you re looking for something that illustrates the swing with large 
pictures and step by step instruction then this isn t for you This revised and expanded bestseller includes a new chapter 
on putting a new appendix on the fundamental physics covered in the book increased coverage of modern club design 
and an updated reference section As in the previous book most of the mathematics is relegated to a technical appendix 
The first edition of this book was enthusiastically received by the both the science press in Physics Today IEEE 
Spectrum and Nature and the golf world in American Golf Pro an From the reviews hellip Gives new insights and 
precise views into the forces and torques developed in the downswing Thank you Dr Jorgensen We will all treasure 
your book American Golf Pro The heart of golfer Ted Jorgensen s delightfu 
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